A new set of DIP-SNP markers for detection of unbalanced and degraded DNA mixtures.
Unbalanced and degraded mixtures (UDM) are frequently encountered during forensic DNA analysis. For example, forensic DNA units regularly encounter DNA mixture signal where the DNA signal from the alleged offender is masked or swamped by high quantities of DNA from the victim. Our previous data presented a new kind of DNA markers that composed of a deletion/insertion polymorphism (DIP) and a SNP and we termed this new kind of microhaplotypes DIP-SNP (combination of DIP and SNP). Since such markers could be designed short enough for degraded DNA amplification, we hypothesized that DIP-SNP markers are applicable for typing of UDM. In this study, we developed a new set of DIP-SNPs with short amplicons which were complement to our prior developed system. The multiplex PCR and SNaPshot assay were established for 20 DIP-SNPs in a Chinese Han population. The DIP-SNPs were capable of detecting the minor contributor's allele in home-made DNA mixture with sensitivities from 1:100 to 1:1000 with a total of 1 -10 ng input DNA. Moreover, this system successfully typed the degraded DNA whether it came from the single source or mixture samples. In Chinese population, the system showed an average informative value of 0.293 and combined informative value of 0.998363862. Our results demonstrated that DIP-SNPs may serve as a valuable tool in detection of UDM in forensic medicine.